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Introduction

The life of steam generator parts is influenced, among others, by the chemical regime of SG,
i.e. by the presence of impurities in the secondary water medium. The impurities get to the SG
with the feed water and in the SG they concentrate because their removal by the generated
steam is very slow. The impurities are removed from the secondary water of SG by blow-down
and unit sludge systems. Whereas the operation of the sludge system is periodic (6 SG's of the
unit are sludged alternately in total approximately 4 hours in the course of the 24 hour cycle)
the blow-down of the SG is continual.

Existing Blow-down Design

The blow-down of the SG is taken by two sleeves at the bottom of the SG, the first one is
situated at the SG half with cold collector, the second one in the half with the hot collector.
The blow-down of SG's operates in a standard mode at approx. 0.5% of the feed water flow
rate, which, for SG VVER 440 correspondes to 0 65 kg/s or 0.325 kg/s in each branch under
SG respectively. Two blow-down pipelines of the inside diameter of 46 (further concisely only
l" and 2nd branch) join together under the SG to a common pipeline (further only main
pipeline). Six pipelines from six SG's join together in a common collector of permanent blow-
down. From this collector a common pipeline leads to a blow-down expander.

The blow-down flow rate is set by throttling and control at valves situated on the pipelines
from the permanent blow-down collector to the blow-down expander. In the pipeline from the
SG to the collector there are no flow control elements, these pipelines contain only two valves
fully open during operation and measuring and throttling orifice) or nozzles respectively. A
schematic diagram of the blow-down pipeline system is in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows schematicaly
blow-down pipeline under selected SG's. On the basis of diagrams in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the
following can be said.

The standard designed SG blow-down system at the VVER 440 units is mostly hydraulicly
ununiform. The mostly non-symmetrical type of the pipeline branches under SG's cause
nonuniform blow-down flow rates of the left and right half of the SG and often leads to a
blocking of pipeline with less flow rate Different configuration of blow down pipelines as well
as small presure drop at orifices cause hydraulic ununiformity among individual SGs. An
installation of orifice plates with larger pressure drop means a reduction of the flow cross-
section before the collector and a danger of pipeline blockage and also limits chances of
pipeline flushing. The hydraulic nonuniformity cannot be eliminated by changes in the blow-
down mode of operation



In Fig. 3 there are flow rates when measuring and throttling orifice plates in the pipeline are
considered.. The connection of the flow rate value data by a curve has no physical significance
and has only been done to make the diagrams more illustrative. It can be seen that the
throttling elements in the main pipeline make the total blow-down flow rates more uniform but
in no case does it influence the distribution of of the flow rates from the right and left half of
the SG. A degree of uniformity total blow-down flow rates depends on the degree of throttling
in the pipeline before the collector. The nonuniformity of flow total rates could be eliminated
further by increasing of throttling.

Flow rate equalization in pipe branches under the SG can be done by a hydraulic uniformity of
pipeline branches only and that can be performed in the simplest way by pipeline redesign to
symmetric blow-down pipes under the SG. (Fig. 2, lower case).

Fig. 4 shows an example of distribution of selected impurities in a selected VVER 440 SG. It
is clear that the distribution of impurities in the SG is non-symmetric and, as it was proved by
calculations, it is also caused by the non-symmetric SG blow-down.

Innovation of VVER 440 SG blow-down system

A more uniform SG blow-down flows can be ensured by a hydraulic uniformity of the blow-
down pipelines. The simplest way of hydraulicly equalizing the blow-down pipelines is (as it
was shown above) the implementation of a symmetric blow-down pipelines of the SG (Fig. 2,
lower case) and the installation of significant throttling elements in the pipeline. This solution
possess advantages and disadvantages. The advantage is the relative simplicity and the main
disadvantage is the impossibility to control blow-down flow rates and redistribution of SG
blow-down flows. Therefore a new innovation has been proposed which consists in the
installation of distance handled flow control valves in the pipeline branches under the SG's
mainly.

This solution will make it possible to

• set quite uniform of blow-down flow rates from individual SG's and also in individual
branches under the SG's

• re-distribute the blow-down flow rates from individual SG's immediately on the basis of
chemical analysis of the blow-down water

• re-distribute the rate of flow between the right and left half of the SG regarding to more
detailed analyses

• re-set, in the final consequence, blow-down flow rates from individual SG's and their
branches as needed quite arbitrarily but with regard to limits and procedures of operation of
other components (coolers, expander) and thus

• reduce the concentration of impurities in the secondary water of steam generators to the
maximum degree possible,

• determine the blow-down flow rates in individual branches under the SG's by measuring the
control valve lift and its in pressure losses and

• perform a more intensive flushing of pipelines of individual SG's including their branches.



Conclusion

The design of blow-down pipelines does not guarantee an optimum steam generator blow-
down operation in most of the SG VVER 440 units The hydraulic nonuniformity of the
pipelines causes differences in blow-down flow rates among individual SG's as well as between
the SG halves. More even flow rates can be reached by a symmelnc design of blow-down
pipes from the SG's and by installing throttling orifice plates in the pipelines. However, no
other solution makes it possible to re-distribute the blow-down among individual SG's and
between its halves on the spot. The proposed innovation meets requirements. The proposed
innovation will make it possible to re-distribute the blow-down flow rates from the halves of a
SG as well as among individual SG's as needed and thus, more effectively, to reduce the
concentrations of impurities in SG's.


